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We show that if 9 is a star-shaped body in IR’ and u is a solution of the 
equation of linearized homogeneous isotropic elasticity in the exterior of 9 which 
vanishes on aA? and has initially compact support, then the rate of decay of the 
total elastic energy in any sphere of finite radius is bounded by t-’ for large values 
of the time t. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
More than twenty years ago Cathleen Morawetz [6] proved the following 
result. If a solution of the scalar wave equation in three space variables is 
initially confined to a finite region and if there is a reflecting star-shaped 
body somewhere in space, then the energy in a sphere of arbitrary radius 
decays at least as fast as t-‘, when the time variable t tends to infinity. 
Results of this type has become the basis for the development of the modern 
Theory of Scattering [ 51. 
Since then Morawetz [7-9, 111, Strauss [ 13, 141, Bloom and Kazarinoff 
[I, 21, Zachmanoglou [17, 181, and others [3,4, 10, 121 have obtained 
similar results for linear and nonlinear hyperbolic equations. 
In this paper we prove that if we initially have an elastic disturbance 
confined to a finite region in iR3 and if there is a star-shaped body 
somewhere in space, on the surface of which the displacement field is zero, 
then the total (kinetic plus strain) energy in any sphere of fixed radius 
decays at the rate t-l, as the time t tends to infinity. This result for the 
elastic waves is similar to the corresponding result of Morawetz [6] for the 
scalar wave equation. The main difficulty here comes from the fact that in 
elasticity there are two waves, the longitudinal and the transverse wave, 
which propagate at different phase velocities. As a consequence, the dynamic 
equations of linear elasticity cannot be normalized by scaling the space 
variables in such a way that the phase velocities become unities. Therefore a 
finer analysis is needed to ensure the necessary estimates. 
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We prove the main theorem by splitting it in many little lemmas in order 
to be able to separate the long calculations from the essence of the proof. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Suppose 9 is a closed, simply connected and star-shaped subset of R3 
with a smooth boundary 3.9, which we will refer to as the “scatterer.” 
Consider the origin 0 as being that point with respect o which 9 is star- 
shaped, then for each x E cVS we obtain 
x.ii<o, (1) 
where li is the interior unit normal on BY. 
The dynamic equation of linearized, homogeneous and isotropic elasticity 
is 
Utt = v:Llu + (vi - vf) V(V * u), 




l/2 A + 2/l “2 
vs=- 7 VP= - 
( 1 P 
(3) 
are the phase velocities of the transverse (S-wave) and the longitudinal (P- 
wave) waves cor:espondingly, p is the mass density and I,P the Lame 
constants of the medium that occupies the space 9’ exterior to the scatterer 
9. 
Assume that initially for each x E 9, 
u(x, 0) = u,(x) 
u,(x, 0) = u,(x) I 
where u0 and u, have compact supports, and that for t > 0; x E 3.9, 
u(x, t) = 0. 
Define the energy norm of a solution u of (2), (4), (5) by 
II Wl12 = E(t) 
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It is well known that if u0 and u, are smooth functions in 9’ then a 
unique smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) exists for every t > 0. Furthermore if 
u0 E (H’)3 and u, E (L2)3, in 9, then the problem (2), (4), (5) has a unique 
solution in (H1)3 for every t > 0, where H’ is the Sobolev space consisting of 
L*-functions with first-order derivatives that also belong to L*. For initial 
data uO, u, with compact support the supp u(x, t) is also compact for every 
fixed t > 0. The following proposition ensures that the energy of any solution 
of (2), (4), (5) is conserved. 
PROPOSITION. If u(x, t) is a solution of (2), (4), (5) then for each t > 0 
w = IIw11* = Ilwll’ = Jw9 (8) 
where 
E(O) = 3 J [lll,l' + u~(vu,):(Vu,)T t (II; - uf)lV * l#] d3x. (9) 3 
Proof. If we dot Eq. (2) by ut we obtain the identity 
[II,, - u:Llu - (u; - uf) V(V * u)] * IIt 
=$+ (luJ’+ uf(vu):(vu)‘t (II;-uf)lV * Ill’) 
t v * (-uf(Vu) * Ut - (u; - u,2)(V * u) ut) = 0. (10) 
Integrating the above identity over 9’ and making use of (5) and the 
compactness of the initial data u,,, ui we obtain 
$ Ilu(tW = 07 t g3 0. (11) 
Therefore the energy E(t) is constant in t from which (8) follows. 
3. THE LOCAL DECAY OF ENERGY 
The goal of this part is to prove the following main 
THEOREM. Suppose that u(x, f) is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) and 
S(R) is a ball of radius R. Let 
Ed)= f lsR [[ut12 t uf(Vu):(V~)~ + (vi-- u:)]V . u]‘] d3x (12) 9 
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be the energy of the solution u contained in S% = 9’ n S(R). Then 
A?&(t) = O(t-‘), t--f 00. (13) 
For the proof of this Theorem we use the “Friedrich’s a, b, c method” with 
the multiplier that corresponds to ut under dilatation transformation [151. 
The following ten lemmas are needed. 
LEMMA 1. The following identity holds 
[u,, - u:du - (u; - u:> V(V * u)] * [II + tu, + ru,] 
= $X(x, t) + v * Y(x, t), (14) 
where r= Ix], 
x(x,t)=~[Iu,~2+v:(Vu):(Vu)r+(v;-v:)Jv.u12] 
+r&*u~+u*u[, (15) 
Y(x, t) = - vf(Vu) * [u + tu, + Ill,] 




ur=z=r * vu. (17) 
ProoJ If we perform the differentiation in the right-hand side of (14) and 
regroup the terms we obtain 
[u,, - vpu - (u; - I() V(V * u)] * [u + tu, + ru,] 
= lltt * [u + tu, + m,] 
-vf((du)* [u+tu,+ru,] 
- [ra,(Vu) - V(ra,u) + Vu] : (Vu)‘} 
- (u; - I${ [V(V - u)] * [u + tu, + n$] 
- [ra,(V . u) - V . (ra,u) + (V . u)](V . u)}. (18) 
505/49/l-9 
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Using the identity 
ra,(vf) = Wrf) - Vf+ + C&f) x (19) 
we conclude that the second-order tensor 
ra,(vu) - v(ra, u) + vu 
vanishes and therefore so does its scalar invariant 
ra,(v * u) - v * (ra, u) + v * Il. 
Equation (18) then holds true as we can see immediately. 
LEMMA 2. If the scatterer 39 is star-shaped then 
h(x) * Y(x, t) 2 0 (20) 
for each x E lk59 and t > 0, where 13(x) is the interior unit normal on 659 and 
Y (x, t) is given by (16). 
Proof. On the boundary 89 of the scatterer we have by (5) 
u(x, t) = q(x, t) = 0. (21) 
vuicd* 
an ’ i= 1,2,3, 
or 
vu=iig 
and the scalar invariant of (23) gives 
v.u=i au 
‘an’ 
Also from (23) we obtain 
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From (16), (21), (23), (24) and (25) we have 
d(x) * Y(x, t) 
(26) 
Since 9 is star shaped we have from (1) that -(x e ti) > 0 and from (3) that 
U: - II: > 0. Then the right-hand side of (26) is not negative, which proves 
the Lemma. 
We next consider a fixed c = T. Suppose k is the radius of the smallest ball 
that contains the compact supports of u,,(x) and u,(x), i.e., 
suPp “i(x) C S(k), i=o, 1. (27) 
Since the transverse wave propagates at the speed u, its influence at time T is 
restricted in the ball S(k + U, 7’). Similarly the influence of the longitudinal 
wave is restricted in the ball S(k + up 7’). Pick up a b > k + v,T then the 
elastic disturbance u(x, 7) is zero on the boundary as(b) as well as outside 
the ball S(b). 
Define by C$ the cylindrical domain in R4 which lies between the cyiin- 
drical surfaces swept out by 89 and &S(b) and between the planes t = 0, 
t = T. Also St indicates the spherical shell that is bounded by two 
concentric spheres of radii a and /3. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that u is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5). Then 
there exists a constant M, such that 
for every t E [0, + co). 
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Proof. Assume that w(x, t) satisfies Eq. (2) in 9’, the initial conditions 
w(x, 0) = YJ(x), XE.F, (29) 
WI(X, 0) = h(X), XEF, (30) 
and the boundary condition (5), where wO is the solution of the static 
boundary value problem 
vgdw,(x) + (u; - u:)v(v * w&)) = u,(x), XEF, 
WI)(X) = 0, XEM. 
Then the function wI - u satisfies, in 9, the equation 
(wt - u)tt - ?+l(w, - u) - <?I; - u:> V[V - (WI -u)] = 0 




w&b 0) - u(x, 0) = UC)(X) - UJX) = 0, XEP, (34) 
w&, 0) - &(X, 0) 
= u,2dwo - (u; - u:> V(V * WJ -II, 
= u, - 111 = 0 (35) 
and the boundary condition 
wt(x, t) - u(x, t) = 0, XEiViY. (36) 
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By uniqueness, the only solution that satisfies (33), (34), (35) and (36) is the 
identically zero function, which implies that 
u(x, t) = w,(x, t). (37) 
Therefore by (8) we obtain 
I, IuW12 d3x = I, IwrW d3x 
< ~ [I WtlZ + uf(Vw) : (VW)’ f (u; - u,z)I v * w I’] d3X I 
= ~ [lu,,l* + u~(VW,):(VW,)~ + (v; - u:)]V . wJ*] d3x 
I 
< M, 9 (38) 
where M, is twice the initial emergy of w which is finite. This proves 
Lemma 3. 
It is well known [ 161 that the displacement field can be decomposed as 
u = up + us, (39) 
where the irrotational part up represents the longitudinal wave and the 
solenoidal part us represents the transverse wave. 
LEMMA 4. If u = up + us is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) then 
[(Vu’):(Vu’)‘- IV. up]*] d3x 
(40) 
Pro05 We initially observe that in the spherical shell Stz$ the 
transverse wave us vanishes, since its phase velocity is U, < 0,. Therefore 
u(x) = d(x), x E s:++$, (41) 
and 
I sk+v T[(Vu) : (Vu)’ - IV a u]‘] d3x 
k+u$ 
= [(Vu’):(Vu’)‘- IV 9 up]*] d3x. (42) 
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Subtracting the identities 
v . [(Vu’) * u] = (AuP) - u + (Vu’) : (Vuy, 
v. [(v.up)u]=(v.up)(v41)+[v(v.up)].u 




= (VuP): (Vu)’ - (V . u’)(V * u) + [AuP - V(V * UP)] . u. (45) 
From the identity 
vx(vxup)=v(v.up)-fiup (46) 
and the fact that up is irrotational, the identity (45) becomes 
v * [(VUP) * u - (V - UP) u] = (Vu’) : (Vu)’ - (V * u’)(V * u). (47) 
If we integrate the identity (47) over S$, use the divergence theorem, the 
boundary condition (5) and the fact that 
u(x, t) = 0, x E ix(b), (48) 
we obtain 
I so [(Vu”) : (Vu)’ - (V - u’)(V * u)] f.PX = 0 (4% 
or 
[(V * u’)(V * u) - (Vu’) : (Vu)‘] 8X, (50) 
which in view of (41) and the relation 
v.u=v*up 
implies (40). This proves Lemma 4. 
(51) 
LEMMA 5. 
IV * u12 < 3(Vu):(Vu)T. (52) 
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Proof: Using the symbol uIJ = (L&/&T,) we obtain 
IV ’ u12= u:,, + 4.2 + 4.3 
+ %,,u2,2 + 2u2,2u3,3 + 2U3,3%,~ 
< 3U;,, + 3U:,, + 3U;,, 
< 3 (Vu,12 + 3 p7u212 + 3 Jvu,(2 
= 3(Vu) : (Vu)‘. 
LEMMA 6. If u is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) then 
I sir+” T IV x u12 d3X = J-+” T (Vu”) : (VUSy d3X. A?5 zas 




Consider the identity 
v * [(V x u”) x u] 
= [V x (V x II”)] * u - 1 v x us I2 
=[v(v.us)-dus].u-pxus12 
= - (Lw) * u - IV x uS12, (55) 
where we have used the relation V s us = 0. Integrating (55) over S$ and 
using the boundary condition (5) and (48) we obtain 
Is& 1 v x us I2 d3x = - J-$ (Ad) ’ u d3x. (56) 
Similarly integrate the identity 
v * [ (VUS) * u] = (Lid) * u + (Vu”) : (Vu)’ 
over Ss to obtain 
(57) 
Is& PUS) : (Vu)’ d3x = - js$ (AUS) . u (j3x* (58) 
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= 1 4 
(Vu”) : (VUP)T 8x 
+ jsL (Vu”) : (VUS)T d3X. 
We next consider the identity 
v - [(V x US) x UP] 
= [V x (V x US>] *up - (V x US) * (V x UP) 
= [V(V * US) - AuS] * up - (V x US) * (V x UP) 
= - (AuS) * up 
(59) 
(60) 
since the divergence of us and the rotation of up vanish. It is well known 
[16] that 
up . us = 0 (61) 
and therefore on the boundary aA? of the scatterer (5), (39) and (61) yield 
UP@, t) = uS(x, t) = 0, xEi28. (62) 
Integrate (60) over S% and using (5) and (62) we obtain 
I e3 
@UP) *UPd3X = 0. 
Similarly the same integration of the identity 




s s& (AuS) * UPd3X f I c? (Vu”) : (VUP)T d3X = 0,
which in view of (63) implies 
(65) 
5 e-2 
(Vu”) : (VUP)T d3x = 0. (66) 
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Substituting (66) into (59) we obtain 
( 
4 
(V xui2d3x=J (Vus):(VUs)rd3x. 
c9 
(67) 
The integrands in (67) are zero in the spherical shell Si+v,T and therefore 
(67) coincides with (53). This proves Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. If u is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) then 
I Sk+” T [(Vu’) : (VUP)T - ( v * up I’] d3X 
k+& 
<2 I sk+” T (Vu’) : (VuP)T d3X. A?$ 
Proof: From Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and (66) we obtain 
f sk tv,T 
[(Vup):(Vupy - IV * uPI d3x 
k+u$ 




[IV. up(* - (Vu’):(Vu’)‘] d3x 
9 
(2 i sk+v T (Vu’) : (VU~)~ d3x 9s 
and Lemma 7 is proved. 
LEMMA 8. If u is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) then 
- I & ru, - u, d3x 
< ; & lu,l* d3x + gi,+BsT (Vu): (Vu)’ d3x 
R 
v:T 






M, = E(O)(R + k)( 1 + fq2). (71) 
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ProoJ We have that 
- 
i 4 
rur - u, d’x 
=- c sib N,. u,d3x- I $tusJ ru,+d’x- I Sk+OflT mu,. ut d3x I( k+“*T 




u:(Vu) : (Vu)’ d3x + + js, (~~1’ d3x 
+$, v:(Vu):(Vu)Td’x+~~~~~u~~zd3~ 
s s; 
+; jsJu,~' d3x t; ~+“~v:(Vu):(V~)~d’x 
R -.Q5 
+fl,k+“T 
v;(Vu) : (Vu)’ d3x 
Y + uf1- 
< f jsb luf d3x t ; je+,,3J u$‘u): (Vu)’ d3x 
R ‘R 
+fjsk+“J v;(Vu) : (Vu)’ d3x + E(O)@ + k)( 1 + v, ‘>. (72) 
k+“fT 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. If u is a smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) then 
(u; - u;) T 
2 I s;; L’s J 
IV. u\* d3x 
f (vi - 4 T 
2 I 
Sk+” T [IV * u1* - (Vu): WV 
k+v;T 
where 
M, = E(O) k(1 + v;y + E(O) + 2M, 
] d3x < 2Mz, (73) 
(74) 
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Proc$ Since u satisfies Eq. (2), Lemma 1 gives for the four-dimensional 
solenoidal vector field (Y, X) the equation 
(V, a,) * (Y, X) = 0. (75) 
over Cs and use the four-dimensional divergence If we integrate (75) 
theorem we obtain 
I s~,t=o (Y, X) * (0, -1) d3x + J-b 9’ 
t=T (Y,X) - (091) d’x 
+ I (Y,x) * (d,0)d3x+j 0, m * as.ts[o,rl &Y(b), telo,Tl 
For the first integral in (76) we have 
- I Xd3x = - s&,t=o I 49 ru, - ut d3x - I 4 u . ut d3x 
k <& [(W:(Vu)‘+ (u,Iz] d3x 
++j- 
ei? 
[]u]’ + ]u,]‘] d3x 
< E(O) k( 1 + u;*) + E(0) + 2A4, = M,, (77) 
where we have used the finiteness of the initial energy and Lemma 3. 
The third integral in (76) is non-negative by Lemma 2, while the fourth 
integral is zero since the surface @(b) is outside the domain of influence of 
the initial data for t E [0, T]. Therefore (76) becomes 
I Xd3xQ4, (78) sbf,t=r 
or, by (15) and Lemma 3, 
T 
~~s~[]ut]2+v:(V~):(V~)r+(~;-~~)]Vu/2]d3x 
+‘I s> ruu, . II, d3x 
&- I 83 
uutd3x+M2 
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< UM, + M, + E(0). 
Inequality (78) can also be written as 
fjsp2 d3x+~~sh+“T(vu):(vu)Td3~ 9= 
(Vu):(Vu)‘& + (4 -;i:, T 
X 
I Sktr,r 
IV . u/’ d3x 
.o 
+( 
u; - u:) T 
2 
~V~~~~d~x<((k+v,?‘) 
lu,.lluJ d3x f 2M, + M, + E(O) 
+ 5g”,T 
vf(Vu) : (VU)~ d3x + L 1 
2 S:;$ u;(Vu) : (Vu)’ d3x 
+ ;jsk lull2 d3x + 2M, + M, + E(O), 
9 
(80) 
or after eliminating the equal terms and using the necessary estimates we 
obtain 
(v; - vi) T 
2 J s,+uTIV - 4’ d3X 9’ 
+ (v; - 0:) T 
2 I sh+upT 
[(V . III’ - (Vu):(Vu)‘] d’x 
k+t+T 
<E(0)k(ltv;Z)+2M,+M2tE(O)=2M2. (81) 
The proof of Lemma 9 is completed. 
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Lemma 10. For every smooth solution of (2), (4), (5) the following 
identity holds : 
f sk+“*’ 
[(V . u12 - (Vu):(Vu)‘] d3x 
k+uST 
= I Sk tuST [(Vu):(V~)~-]Vu)~-JVxu(~]d~x. (82) 
9 
ProojI In order to prove (82) we integrate the identity 
v* [(vu).u-(v.u)u+(vxu)xu]=(vu):(vu)’-p.u(2--JvxuJ2 
(83) 
over S;, use the boundary conditions (5), (48) and the fact that 
vxu=vxup=o in S,“IpF s * 
This completes the proof of Lemma 10. 
Proof of the Theorem. We start from the estimate (78), which can be 
written as 
Z!?,(T) + f, 
S,” 
[Iu,12 + vf(Vu):(Vu)’ + (II; - v:)lV e 111’1 d3x 
(84) 
where E,(T) is given by (12). Using Lemmas 3 and 8 we write (84) in the 
form 
TE,(T) + @; - 0:) T 
2 I 9+vsr IV - u12 d3x R 
<(+:,T 
2 I Sk+v T [(vu’) : (Vu’)’ - 1 V . up I’] d’x 
k+“,pT 
+ =f, + M, + M, + E(O), (85) 
where we have substituted up in place of u in the integral over S:i$ since 
us is zero in that shell. 
The integral in the left-hand side of (85) (the one over S:+“sT) is non- 
negative and therefore it can be omitted. Then in view of Lemma 7 (85) 
becomes 
TE,V’.lG (+-“:)Tj-k+Lr (vu’) : (VIC)~ d3x + 2h4, + M, + M, + E(O). 
9 ,s 
(86) 
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From Lemmas 9 and 10 we obtain the inequality 
(u;- v:)T 
2 I sk+“‘[(Vu):(vu)T-~vXu/‘]d3x~2M,. (87) .!ss 
We substitute (39) into (87) and use Lemma 6 to conclude that 
(u;-uf)T 
2 s 
k+” T(Vu’) : (VIQT d3X < 2M,. 
s.9 s 
Note that although in (66) the integral is over S$, the integrand is non-zero 
only in Skg+‘ST. 
Finally, from (86) and (88) we obtain 
TE,(T)92M,+5M,+M,+E(O), (89) 
which states that ER(T)= O(T-'), i.e., (13). This completes the proof of the 
Theorem. 
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